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Abstract—A large class of real-world problems, arising
in the administrative - organizational systems is connected with the attestation of the academic staff in accordance
with predefined and linguistically described evaluation
criteria. Such problems are solved in the circumstances of
uncertainties of different types. The process of interpretation goes together with some ambiguity and inaccuracy due
to the subjective interpretation of the criteria by experts.
The Fuzzy Set theory provides a convenient apparatus for
formalization and creation of new intelligent decision-making methods, based on analysis and processing of the expert
knowledge. This paper offers a method of fuzzy modelling
of the problem of scientific and pedagogical staff attestation
which gives the possibility of an adequate interpretation of
the attestation results. The method can be implemented programmatically and can be incorporated in the systems of
education quality management.
Keywords— Artificial intelligence methods, attestation of
the academic staff, fuzzy models.

I.
Introduction
The attestation of the academic staff is a “procedure
of systematic formalized assessment according to the
specified criteria for the correspondence of the employee’s
activity to the standards of work performance at a given
workplace, for a given position, for a certain period of
time” [1].
Attestation of scientific and pedagogical staff is an
important condition for establishment of an academic
work climate in scientific communities and it contributes to
the achievement of scientific results. The implementation
of quality management systems of training requires
automation of this process through the development of
mathematical methods for an adequate assessment of
cadre staff. The development of automated intelligent
systems for attestation of the academic staff is an actual
problem on which scientists from many universities work
[2] – [6].
The use of such systems in practice of educational
institutions can significantly facilitate the work of
specialists in the field of pedagogical diagnostics and
contribute to the objectification of the evaluation process
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of academic staff and elimination of subjectivity and
randomness.
II.
Analysis Of The Decision-Making Process
For The Estimation Of The Scientific And Pedagogical
Staff
The attestation of the personnel in departments is
carried out by the head of the department and is sometimes
discussed by the scientific council of the department.
Analysing the process of thinking of the expert (the
head) in the decision-making process for evaluation of
the scientific and pedagogical staff, we can draw some
conclusions related to the essence of this process.
The analysis of the decision-making process for
evaluation of scientific and pedagogical staff shows that:
1. Evaluation criteria are fuzzy and are given by the
linguistic terms of the type:
• employee always (sometimes, never, often, rarely)
takes part in the activities of the department;
• the employee has good (bad, neutral, excellent)
relations with the colleagues (students);
• has a lot of (a few, several, no) scientific
publications;
• the scientific results are excellent (good, bad,
insignificant);
• conducts classes at a high (bad, low, satisfactory)
methodological level;
• has excellent (bad, insufficient, good) scientific
preparation;
• helps colleagues (students) always (very rarely,
it’s hard to make them help someone, never helps
anyone), etc.
2. The choice of criteria is carried out by experts and
strongly depends on their experience, professionalism
and competence.
3. In real problems, the criteria are formulated
linguistically; the process of interpretation is
accompanied by inaccuracy and ambiguity due to the
subjective interpretation by experts.
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4. Expertise and ranking of scientific and pedagogical
staff is a result of establishing fuzzy relations between
evaluations according to the fuzzy criteria and are
formulated on linguistic scales.
5. In the process of resources ranking, we want to obtain
a scalar quantitative or qualitative assessment on the
basis of particular quantitative or qualitative estimates
in accordance with pre-determined criteria.
Therefore, the task of attestation of scientific and
pedagogical staff belongs to the class of multicriteria,
non- formalized problems that are characterized by fuzzy
criteria and linguistic scales of assessments.
The decision-making process is subjective, which does
not allow the application of well-known classical methods
and models of decision-making theory. Therefore, for the
formalization and decision-making it is appropriate to
use the apparatus of fuzzy sets, which makes it possible
to model the uncertainties and to formalize the fuzzy
decision-making process by the expert.
III.

C given in the L scale.
Formally, this means to find an injective image:

(4)
of the set of teachers subject to attestation to the set of
diagnosis D, in which each element pi P corresponds to
exactly one element d D.
IV.

Fuzzy Model Of The Problem Of The
Academic Staff Attestation

The identification of the image Ω can be obtained on
the basis of the analysis of the evaluation criteria and the
decision-making process.
Most often in practice, fuzzy criteria of the kind <
is *> are used [8], where is the name of the linguistic
variable:

(5)

Formalization Of The Problem Of The
Academic Personel Attestation

We assume that a linguistic variable (LV) [7] <teacher’s
work> with a given term-set, for example {bad, satisfactory,
good, excellent}, is subject to assessment. For estimation
we use the criteria representing linguistic variables of
lower rank, which can be more easily assessed.
Let:
D - discrete or continuous set of diagnoses;
P - {p1, p2, …pm} - a discrete set of teachers which are
subject to attestation;
C - {C1, C2,…Cn}- a discrete set of evaluation criteria
defined by experts;
А = || аij ||,i=1,2,…m,j=1,2,…n - the matrix containing
the results of evaluating teachers;
aij
Lj - an estimation of the i-th teacher in accordance
with the Cj-criterion;
Lj - a discrete or continuous scale of estimates in
accordance with the Cj-criterion;
In practice for an estimator, it is easier to use the same
scales for the assessment according to different criteria,
i.e
L1 = L2 = … = Ln = L,
  (1)
for example
(2)

- a non-numeric base set.
The decision-making process is a fuzzy implication
[9] of the form:

If for :

<C1 is C1*> AND <C2 is C2*> AND ....
AND <Cn is Cn*>
THEN d = d *
D
In the process of attestation of teachers, the head of
the scientific section actually defines a vector-valued degree of membership to the Cartesian product C = C1 x C2
x …..x Cn of fuzzy criteria with the membership function
[9]:

The greatest meaningful correspondence of the linguistic model of decision-making process for attestation
of scientific and pedagogical staff can be achieved if we
consider it as a diagnostic problem of the kind:

is a multidimensional fuzzy set over the set of attested
ones, heterogeneous in the general case when :

(3)

(9)

with the following formulation:
For each teacher pi
P the diagnosis d
D must
be determined on the basis of the results in the matrix A
containing the estimations in accordance with the criteria

(8)

and homogeneous, provided that L1 = L2 =
...= Ln:
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To obtain the diagnosisd
D for pi
P, we need
to transform the evaluation vector into a scalar. This
can easily be done by assuming that estimation scales
coincide, i.e.
(11)
For each element (li1,li2,l i3,… lin) of the set C, we introduce
the following norm:

(12)

VI.

The proposed method of fuzzy modelling of academic
staff estimation problem makes it possible to adequately
interpret the results of attestation.
Practice shows that we think in fuzzy, qualitative
categories, so the fuzzy model is more adequate to human
thinking than the models of conventional mathematics.
A fuzzy model can be used in practice as, because
it allows a software application Fuzzy system for the
academic staff attestation is being developed in the
National Military University of Bulgaria. This intelligent
system for attestation uses the above described method.

and multivalued function:
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